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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
BetTwo  
Win Bet - Beverley 14:30 - Kingson @ 13/8 

Trend Betting  
Win Bet - Worcester 18:20 - Influential Lady @ 4/1  

Value Wins  
Win Bet - Kempton (A.W) 18:00 - I Am Magical @ 8/1  
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Favourites Can Achieve The Transatlantic Double - By Ian 
Hudson


There is a lull in proceedings between the final major of the season and the Ryder 
Cup. Brooks Koepka has now won three majors in little over a year and is currently 
the most prolific major champion. However, the final round of the USPGA 
Championship proved that Tiger Woods is now a contender in the four tournaments 
that matter most. Rory McIlroy will not be so happy as he looks back on his 
performance overall in the four major championships in 2018. 


Koepka has qualified and McIlroy is a certainty for the Ryder Cup but Woods is 
relying on a wildcard to play in the biennial match between the best players from the 
United States and Europe. Phil Mickelson is another player with a long history in the 
matches who won’t qualify through the qualifying points he has won. Jim Furyk, the 
US captain, would get some stick if he invited Woods and Mickelson to play and 
Europe won this year’s Ryder Cup. He will probably combine current form and 
experience in his picks but that makes Woods a good choice.


Captains Thomas Bjorn and Furyk both have four picks. The leading four players on 
the Race to Dubai points list and the leading four players in the world point’s list play 
for Europe. The US eight automatic places are taken from their Ryder Cup standings 
after the end of last week’s PGA Championship. The US team qualifying process is 
over but in Europe there are more qualifying events. The US are defending the 
trophy but they have lost the last five matches in Europe. 


The implications for the two main tours this week are that there are Ryder Cup 
points up for grabs in the Nordea Masters in Europe. There is nothing to play for in 
this context except form and impressing the captain in the Wyndham Championship 
in the States. The better players often take the week off after a major and refocus 
and that is reflected in the quality of the fields and the open nature of both 
tournaments. The golf action this week lends itself to some outsiders doing well and 
big priced contenders.   

      

The Nordea (Scandinavian) Masters has a secondary tour feel about it and with  
Thorbjorn Olsen the favourite we are not talking about a stellar field. The event is 
being played at Hills Golf Club in Gothenburg and is the only tournament in Sweden 
on the tour schedule. No player has defended the title but Renato Paratore the 
champion a year ago clearly has a game suited to the course and can win again at 
this level. There is a strong contingent of Swedish players including Alexander Bjork 
and Joakim Lagergren winners this season but others are preferred.   


Olsen can justify favouritism because he has plenty to play for, most importantly 
automatic selection for the Ryder Cup. He won the Italian Open in June and has 
produced some great efforts in recent weeks at major championship and WGC level. 
Bjorn is a Dane so he would love his compatriot to qualify by right. The captain 
would face the dilemma of giving his fellow countryman a spot ahead of players not 
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from Denmark. Olsen can take that choice out of the equation by winning this week 
and deservedly earning a place in the Ryder Cup. 


Webb Simpson is the favourite for the Wyndham Championship and he can 
complete the double for the market leaders and favourite backers. He won the 
tournament in 2011 and is second in the all-time money list. Simpson has made the 
cut eight times in nine visits and that includes five top 15 finishes. He has made the 
top 25 on his last three starts and is suited to a course that puts a premium on 
accuracy over distance. Simpson can make hay on the relatively easy par 70 track.


This week’s tournaments provide opportunities for the lesser lights and some 
outsiders will make the payout places. However, the bookies have called both 
tournaments right and the favourites can win on both sides of the Atlantic.


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Atletico Madrid had the best defence in La Liga statistically last season but tonight’s  
Super Cup match against Real Madrid has goals written all over it if you take the 
evidence of recent outcomes. The match that brings together the winners of the 
Champions League and Europa League is basically a pre-season friendly but when 
rivals from the same city meet there will be a competitive edge to the match. The 
last eight Super Cup meetings have produced 28 goals at an average of 3.5 goals 
per match. However, Atletico’s mean defence and Real’s weakened starting 11 may 
make this a relatively tight contest so UNDER 2.5 GOALS is the bet at 4/6 with 
Coral.     


At the end of last season’s Champions League final Gareth Bale basically said “I 
want to leave Real Madrid. Are you interested in buying me?” The departure of 
Cristiano Ronaldo to Juventus has changed the dynamic and Bale could be the 
beneficiary. Ronaldo scored 451 goals for Real Madrid so there is an opportunity for 
another player to fill the void. BALE can be backed at 7/4 with bet365 to score at 
any time against Atletico tonight.  


It seems strange that any type of cricket fixture in Britain should be between 
Birmingham and Lancashire. The T20 Blast has rebranded Warwickshire to call them 
the name of the second city but that won’t change the likely outcome of tonight’s 
match at Edgbaston. Birmingham must win to have any chance of finishing in the 
top four while a win for Lancashire would increase the chances of a home match in 
the next round. LANCASHIRE should be backed to extend their run to four wins at 
4/5 with Betfair.   


Salisbury is the most lucrative of five meetings in Britain today and the six races 
offer £100,000 in prize money which is a decent pot. The richest race by far is the 
Listed fillies’ stakes for horses aged three and older over one mile and two furlongs 
at 3.40pm. On form and ratings CHAIN OF DAISIES can win the race for the second 
time and that outcome is 3/1 with William Hill.
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